Symbolic Computation for Handheld
Calculators
by Charles M. Pattern

A CALCULATOR OR COMPUTER operating system
is primarily a set of conventions for memory organi
zation, data structures, and resource allocation
combined with a set of software tools to aid in performing
operations in accordance with those conventions. In con
trast, an application is software built using the resources
and conventions of the operating system.
In software development cycles for previous HP cal
culators the overall scope of the project was small enough
that it did not make sense to segregate code into operating
system and applications, or even to formalize many of the
conventions developed during the course of the project.
However, we have passed the point at which it makes sense
to create such disposable code for each new machine.
Paradoxically, this has come about through our attempts
to make calculators simpler, rather than more complicated.
Simpler, of course, means simpler to humans, and what is
simple and seemingly natural to humans is anything but
simple and natural from the point of view of the machine
(and vice versa).
In 1984 we began the design of an operating system to
meet the needs of future calculators and handheld comput
ers.
Design Goals
The design goals for the system were strongly influenced
by the orientation of various research and development
projects under way at the time. The goals included:
" Supporting symbolic mathematics operations in a hand
held computing environment
" Allowing for maximal trade-off of ROM space for RAM
space
â€¢ Providing a compact, extensible system able to support
a variety of handheld computation systems
â€¢ Providing a rapid prototyping environment for calculator
development
$l Paving the way for future expert-system capabilities.
In the remainder of this article, I will try to explain what
these goals entail, how the design team attempted to ad
dress them in the RPL operating system, and something of
how the features are used in the HP-28C.
Design
The characteristic that most clearly differentiates a sym
bolic math system from numerical systems is the ability to
use an expression (or more generally, a program) as both
a procedure to run and as data to manipulate. An example
that illustrates this requirement is the derivative operator.
Suppose you were to implement the derivative operator
on your programmable calculator so that you could take
the derivative of a program. You would need to find some
way to have the program passed to the derivative program

unevaluated, since if it were evaluated all you would get
as a result would be a number. Your derivative program
would need to take the argument program apart, compute
the derivative, and reassemble the result into a new pro
gram.
In the process of investigating the feasibility of imple
menting symbolic math operations on a calculator, the de
sign team examined a variety of operating systems, includ
ing BASIC, Forth, and Lisp. While any of these systems
can be made to support the capabilities necessary for sym
bolic math, it is Lisp that most fully integrates them into
the structure of the system. On the other hand, the efficient
memory management scheme of Forth, along with its RPN
style consistent with previous HP calculators, made it a
serious contender as well. The ultimate result is a combi
nation of features from both Lisp and Forth that we call
the ROM-based procedural language, or RPL.
RPL and Lisp. Features RPL has in common with Lisp
include:
6 The notions of atomic and composite objects and mech
anisms to create and dissect composite objects
a Strict call-by-reference protocol
1 The quote operation, whereby an unevaluated object can
be passed as an argument
* Temporary (or lambda) variables useful in defining func
tions
â€¢ A temporary object area and a garbage collection scheme
for reclaiming memory from this area.
RPL and Forth. Features RPL has in common with Forth
include:
â€¢ Reverse Polish notation (RPN)
Arguments passed to operators on an unlimited stack
* Full complement of stack-manipulation operations
1 Threaded execution.
However, RPL differs from both Lisp and Forth in a
number of significant respects. These differences are direct
responses to the challenges posed by a handheld computing
environment. While great strides have been made in in
creasing the amounts of random access memory available
in handheld calculators at a reasonable price, RAM is still
a relatively scarce commodity. Similarly, while the execu
tion speed of central processing units at a given power
consumption has increased dramatically, so have the over
all power requirements for calculators. Consequently, cal
culator CPUs are often run at a leisurely pace compared to
their rated speed. These two facts have had an especially
significant impact on the design of RPL.
In RPL the fundamental data structure is an object. An
RPL object is similar in design to a Forth word, and consists
of the address of the executable code that determines the
type of the object (the prolog), and the data that makes up
the body of the object (Fig. 1).
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Objects can be classified as either atomic or composite.
The data part, or body, of a composite object consists of a
sequence of objects and/or addresses of objects terminated
with a special end marker (Fig. 2). Any other structure is
classified as atomic.
This composite object structure is quite different from
its Lisp and Forth analogs. In Lisp, a composite object is
a binary tree of addresses corresponding to the address of
the first object and the address of the rest. In RPL, the
address of both the first object and the rest are computable
from the address of the object, but they are not explicitly
part of the object. This implicit addressing tends to decrease
RAM use when objects don't stay in RAM very long, as is
the case for a limited RAM system.
The Forth structure most analogous to the RPL composite
is that of a secondary. The key difference is that in RPL a
pointer to an object or a copy of the object itself can be
included in a composite with operationally identical re
sults. This embedding capability allows RPL to use address
referencing when the addressed object is not likely to move
(or be removed) and copy referencing otherwise. One con
sequence of this structure is that object addresses within
composite objects can reference objects within other com
posite objects (Fig. 3). This capability also allows for moresophisticated memory compaction schemes.
Object Types

Seventeen object types are currently defined for the RPL
system although object types can be added and removed
from the system in a relatively straightforward manner. We
can break down the atomic objects further into classes de
pending on certain characteristics of their prologs. The
classes are identifier class, data class, and procedure class.
Identifier Class Objects. There are three object types in the
identifier class: ordinary identifier, temporary identifier,
and ROM pointer. An ordinary identifier is a self-executing
variable name. When an ordinary identifier is executed, it
searches through the user's variable area for the value
bound to the variable name, and executes the bound object.
A temporary identifier is similar to an ordinary identifier,
except that when executed, it searches through a stack of
temporary environments for its bindings and returns the
bound object without evaluating it.
A ROM pointer is used in place of the address of an
object when the referenced object is in a plug-in ROM
which can move, or be removed from the system. When a
ROM pointer is executed, it executes the object it refer
ences.
Data Class Objects. Data class objects have the property
that when executed, they merely return themselves. These
objects include:

Lower Addresses
Address of Prolog
Object or
Address of Object

Object or
Address of Object
End Marker
Higher Addresses

Fig. 2. Structure of a composite object.

fc Standard and extended-precision floating-point real and
complex numbers
Sequences of characters and sequences of hexadecimal
digits
Unsigned short binary integers
Arrays and linked arrays of objects of uniform type.
An unusual data class object supported by RPL is the
RAM/ROM pair. A RAM/ROM pair is essentially a pair of
name-object association lists, one of which resides in builtin or plug-in ROM, and the other of which resides in RAM.
It embodies the idea of an extensible ROM-based vocabu
lary with subvocabularies and context switching.
Procedure Class Objects. Procedure class objects actually
Address of Prolog
Object or
Address of Object

Address of Object

Object or
Address of Object
End Marker

Address of Prolog
Object or
Address of Object

Lower Addresses
Address of Prolog

End Marker

Higher Addresses
Fig. 1 . Structure of an RPL object.

Fig. 3. An address within a composite may reference an
object within another composite.
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do something when they are executed. There is only one
type of atomic procedure class object, and that is the
machine-code object. The body of a machine-code object
contains a sequence of instructions, interpretable by the
native CPU of the system, which are executed when the
object is executed.
Composite Objects. There are three composite object types:
the list, which is data class, the program, which is proce
dure class, and the algebraic expression, which is also data
class. The three types have a very similar internal structure,
with a program body being a refinement of a list body, and
an algebraic expression body being a refinement of a pro
gram body.
Supporting Symbolic Math

Systems that support symbolic mathematical capabilities
are often classified by the amount of translation done in
converting from a user's typed input to the internally de
fined data structures. A system is deemed to be radical if
the translation is extensive and conservative if little trans
lation is done. In these terms, the HP-28C is very conserva
tive. The most significant translation done is converting
the user's input from algebraic to reverse Polish notation.
The decision to follow this approach was motivated by a
variety of factors.
One motivation for conservative translation was to
maximize the perceived responsiveness of the system. In
a highly interactive system with the range of processing
speed available in a handheld environment, data entry and
translation can occupy a large fraction of the overall pro
cessing time. A simple translation minimizes this operating
overhead.
Compact representation was a second motivation. Stan
dard mathematical notation has evolved over the centuries
toward a very compact encoding of the information relevant
to the problem at hand. Our theory is that if a user types
in an expression in a certain form, that form is likely to
reflect important aspects of the problem the user has in
mind. Those aspects are likely to become hidden in any
radical translation of the form of the expression.
Another motivation was pedagogical. The HP-28C is de
signed to be a teaching tool as well as a problem solver.
We wanted to provide operations that resemble pencil-andpaper operations so that the user can follow and/or choose
each step of the operation. To allow this, the internal struc
ture of an expression must correspond closely to the dis
played form of an expression, and hence to the form that
the user types in.
A final motivation was the uniformity of structure af
forded by minimal translation. The internal structure of an
expression is the same as that of a program. Thus, no special
evaluation mechanism is needed to run an algebraic expres
sion.
Pattern Matching

Pattern matching is another technique commonly used
in symbolic math systems. A variety of pattern matching
tools are used at a variety of levels in the HP-28C. The
lowest-level pattern matching tool is type dispatching,
wherein the data types of a set of objects on the stack are
matched against a set of templates and the resulting match

determines the operation to be applied in this case. This
structure can be observed in the HP-28C's CATALOG opera
tion. Each function includes a type-dispatching segment
and the CATALOG operation examines the templates in
cluded in the function to generate the various possibilities
shown by pressing the USE softkey in the CATALOG menu.
At the highest level, an expression-structure pattern
matcher compares an expression with a set of templates.
The resulting match determines the operation to be per
formed.
Between these two pattern levels are a number of morespecialized pattern matching utilities which are especially
useful in the standard evaluation and simplification al
gorithms. Although these pattern matching utilities are
each quite narrow in scope, the uniform RPN structure of
expressions and programs, the ability to use programs and
expressions either as executable procedures or data, and
the ability to dissect and construct programs on the fly,
enable quite general pattern matching operations to be con
structed easily.
Symbolic operations are typically defined recursively,
that is, the result of applying an operation to an argument
is defined in terms of the result(s) of applying the operation
to simpler argument(s). In this way, the operation need
only be given for the simplest cases, together with a method
for reducing a more-complicated case to simpler cases. This
definition method is natural for symbolic operations and
makes programming the operation simpler and less errorprone.
The RPL operating system is designed to support recur
sion in an efficient and flexible form. Efficiency is achieved
through the uniform use of the stack for passing arguments
to operations, the implementation of indirect execution
instructions in the central processing unit, and other
methods of minimizing the operating overhead inherent in
function calls.
Flexibility is achieved by the automatic management of
temporary variable environments, and a full complement
of control structures that can help minimize the unneces
sary buildup of operating overhead. In the HP-28C it is a
fairly common occurrence, for example, for a program to
create another program and then pass execution control to
the newly created program (which itself may create a new
program), all at the same execution depth. While this is
not the usual case for recursion, it does illustrate the kind
of flexibility available in the RPL system.
Trade-Off: ROM for RAM

In designing the RPL operating system, we decided to
try to make use of the ROM available in a way that would
allow us to get more use out of the limited RAM in the
system. The idea is that if an answer exists in ROM, then
it only needs to be referenced in RAM, and in effect it takes
up very little room. While this seems like a straightforward
technique, it was the determining factor in many of the
design decisions encountered in implementing RPL. Some
examples are the call-by-reference protocol, smart object
creation, and embedded objects.
The standard RPL functions take their arguments from
the data stack and return their results to the data stack.
The data stack, however, is not a stack of objects, but rather
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a stack of pointers to objects, that is, memory addresses of
objects. Thus every function is passed the addresses of its
arguments and it returns the address of its result. It is
crucial to the operation of the system that the objects ad
dressed on the stack be allowed to reside anywhere in the
system â€” in built-in ROM, in a movable ROM, embedded
as part of the value of some user's variable, or within the
temporary object area. The arguments themselves are not
altered by the operation of the function (indeed, they can't
be if they reside in ROM), but this is not necessary since
all that is required is that the function return the address
of the result, which again can reside anywhere in the sys
tem. This protocol is put to good use in the HP-28C where
a sizable number of frequently used objects, including oneletter variable names, are included in ROM. Furthermore,
functions that return results equivalent to one of these ob
jects do not create another copy in RAM but merely point
to the existing copy.
The composite-object creation and dissection operations
also play an important role in RAM-saving aspects of the
RPL system. Since any object can occur within a composite
object either as an embedded object (the whole object
copied in) or as an object pointer (only the address of the
object is copied in), with functionally equivalent results,
the composite object creation operation can choose to han
dle objects residing in different areas of memory differently.
If an object resides in ROM, only the address of the object
is copied into the composite object. However, if the object
resides in the temporary object area, the whole object is
copied in, making it unnecessary to change the address
within the composite object when the object is moved in
memory. Other areas of memory with varying degrees of
mobility are handled according to the needs of the system.
When a composite object is dissected, it is never neces
sary to copy any part of it. For example, if an object was
embedded in some composite object in ROM, it is never
copied to RAM, even if the original composite object is
pulled apart.
To get the maximum use out of ROM, it is sometimes
necessary to be able to copy objects from ROM to RAM
and have these copies act in the same way. With one excep
tion, the currently defined object types operate the same
in RAM and ROM. The exception is the RAM/ROM pair,
which by definition has a RAM component in which a
user's variable values can be stored. Even so, a RAM/ROM
pair can be converted to a ROM-like structure (a so-called
ROMP ART) which can itself then be referenced in a RAM/
ROM pair.
Supporting a Variety of Calculators

RPL provides scaffolding for the construction of a system,
as well as a basis for operation. The complete version has
considerably more structure and functionality than was
used in developing either the HP-18C or the HP-28C, al
though the subsets used in these two machines are rather
different. There are explicit points at which the system can
be either contracted or expanded and still maintain logical
coherence and system integrity. This allows RPL to be used
in a variety of situations.

Rapid Prototyping

Taken together, the stack method for passing parameters,
the call-by-reference protocol, and the possibility of embed
ding arbitrary objects within procedures tends to result in
very modular code. This modularity contributes to both
the possibility of reusing code and the rapid generation of
new code. Even when a programmer needs to perform
nonstandard operations that require machine code, the sim
ple interface with the stack, together with a complete set
of memory management utilities, mean that a programmer
can make full use of the central processing unit for the
problem at hand. Since this eliminates resource allocation
conflicts, the code is easier to write, test, and reuse.
A typical version of an RPL system is composed of a
number of parts, each part relating to some facet of the
structure. These include:
â€¢ Prologs: defining the execution behavior of each data
type
â€¢ Memory management: resource allocation in the tempo
rary object area, memory movement, address updating,
and garbage collection
RAM/ROM pair management: identifier resolution, vari
able store, recall, purge, ROMP ART manipulation, and
context manipulation
Predicate, logic, and address arithmetic: equality, order
ing, NOT, AND, and OR operations, addition, etc.
â€¢ Object creation and dissection: head, tail, nth-element,
concatenation, composition, decomposition, length, etc.
â€¢ Data stack manipulation: stack depth, duplicate, swap,
etc.
Data type conversions: character to integer, integer to
character, etc.
E Control structures: quote, evaluate, runstream manipula
tion, loops, and temporary variable binding
â€¢ Array manipulation: creating, redimensioning, access
ing, and changing elements
â€¢ Configuration: chip-level configuration, ROMP ART con
figuration, and polling
Exceptions: error trapping, error generation, and error
handling tools
Interface management: key and menu map manipulation,
and edit buffer manipulation
â€¢ Parser tools: token parsing and parser-generator tools.
While the operations provided by the bare RPL system
are quite elementary, they are sufficiently generic and sup
ported by enough structure to make it easy to get a prototype
of a new system going in a short time. Once the design of
a prototype is ironed out in a standard RPL implementation,
it can be optimized further by implementing new data
structures and/or translating critical RPL procedure objects
to more-specialized machine-code equivalents.
Summary

RPL is an operating system designed to support a variety
of applications in a handheld environment. It shares a
number of features with both Forth and Lisp systems, but
has a number of features that allow it to operate in systems
with quite limited RAM. The key design aspects include:
The universality of structured objects
â€¢ Implicit "tail" pointers in composite objects
" Functional equivalence of addressed or embedded ob-
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jects within composite objects
â€¢ Strict call-by-reference protocol
â€¢ Uniform parameter passing on an unlimited data stack
â€¢ Automatic temporary variable management
â€¢ Quoting operation to allow procedures to be passed as
data
I Full complement of RPN-style control structures.
While we do not expect the RPL operating system to be
used outside of HP's Handheld Calculator and Computer

Operation, we feel that it provides a firm foundation for
advances in software technology for handheld computing
environments.
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A Multichip Hybrid Printed Circuit Board
for Advanced Handheld Calculators
by Bruce R. Hauge, Robert E. Dunlap, Cornells D. Hoekstra, Chong Mum Kwee, and Paul R. Van Loan
WHEN WE BEGAN the search for an 1C packaging
and interconnect system for HP's new series of
calculators, the design challenges were formid
able. Chief among them was achieving an effective com
promise among increased circuit density, reduced package
volume, greater reliability, and lower cost. Ultimately, our
decision was to proceed with a hybrid printed circuit board.
No other packaging technology could meet the combined
requirements of high pin count, low package profile, en
vironmental stability, and low cost.
The use of hybrid printed circuits is not new for HP.
Beginning with development of the HP-41C Calculator
nearly ten years ago, the technology has been designed into
many of our handheld products. This evolution has led to
the hybrid printed circuit board used in the HP-18C and
HP-28C Calculators.
The advantages of hybrid printed circuit boards are:
B High density. The use of high I/O count chips (>100
pads) with less than 25% of the area required by compar
able discrete packages, multichip and multicomponent
applications, and linewidth and spacing geometries of
0.005 inch.
â€¢ Design flexibility. A double-sided board allows flexible
adaptation to layout requirements. Artwork changes are
inexpensive and rapid, selective gold plating for
wirebond areas can be used, and finished via hole diam
eters can be as small as 0.0115 inch.
â€¢ Solderability. Components can be added using a wide vari
ety of surface mount or lead insertion solder processes.
â€¢ High reliability. For example, customer line scrap on the
latest HP-41C hybrid circuits is less than 700 ppm per
1C, and the field failure rate is negligible.
â€¢ Rapid design turnaround. Artwork changes can be done
in five weeks, and assembly prototyping can be done in
one to two weeks.
â€¢ Low cost. The cost of a hybrid printed circuit compares

favorably on a per-pin basis with all other medium-tohigh pin-count package types.
Features

The two-sided hybrid printed circuit board used in the
HP-18C and HP-28C Calculators measures approximately
three inches by 1.5 inches (not including the tab for the
infrared LED, see Fig. 1). The top side of the board (the
side that mates with the liquid-crystal display of the cal
culators) bears three custom ICs, two display drivers, and
a microprocessor, which are epoxy die attached to the board
and connected by a total of 263 gold wire bonds to goldplated pads. The three ICs are encapsulated by an epoxy
layer retained by a dike structure. The reverse side of the
board bears two custom ROM chips in plastic quadpacks
and nine passive surface-mounted components. In addi
tion, four through-hole components are attached, including
an LED for wireless infrared transmission of data to an
accessory printer. The finished hybrid circuit with 18 com
ponents constitutes virtually the entire electrical system
of the calculator.
Technology

In its basic form, a hybrid printed circuit consists of one
or more chips that are attached to a printed circuit board,
wire-bonded, and then encapsulated to provide mechanical
and environmental protection. The early plug-in video
game cartridges, primarily designed to be inexpensive, con
tained a chip mounted on a single-sided board. These
boards required no gold plating except for their edge con
nector, used aluminum wire bonding, and were encapsu
lated with a glob of epoxy over the 1C. Because of their low
cost and minimal environmental requirements, it was more
cost-effective simply to replace defective cartridges, rather
than develop a more reliable assembly. The hybrid process
described here incorporates several improvements over
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